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Abstract

In today’s competitive environment, any organisation should carefully design its communication strategy as it reflects on its overall image. On one hand, this article aims to define
what a good visual identity means by highlighting the elements of a good visual identity
through a qualitative analysis of more than three dozen visual identities documents from
organisations from different industries, private companies, governmental agencies and
NGOs. Moreover, by observing different perspectives on what organisations consider as a
desired visual identity, the article suggests directions for improving the visual identity documentation. Finally, as the most common elements of visual identity are identified, the authors
briefly draft a strategy for creating a visual identity.
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INTRODUCTION
Problem statement
In today’s competitive environment,
any organisation should carefully design
its communication strategy as it reflects on
its overall image. A good visual identity
helps an organisation to be perceived as
competitive, both by internal and external
stakeholders. The organisation’s logo and
colours, layout of documentation and presentation templates, all help create the organisation’s visual identity and prove important when communicating within and
outside the organisation.
Structure of the article
Section two, theoretical backgrounds,
goes over the theoretical frameworks and
defines the concepts used in the analysis.
Section three of the article presents the
methodology used while the next two sections give an overview of the findings of
the qualitative analysis. The last two sections present the conclusions and the suggestions for further research.
Theoretical backgrounds
Multiple approaches for the study of
organisational identity. Since the 1970s
there has been an interest in the topic of
corporate identity and corporate image in
both academic and practitioners’ circles.
The concepts and models evolved over
time, from simple to quite complex, even
though there is not much consensus at the
moment regarding the definitions of several concepts. The diversity and creativeness in model design is explained by the
fact that the topic was approached from
multiple disciples like psychology (Kiriakidou and Millward, 2000) management
(Balmer and Sonen, 1999; Wescott Alecsandri, 2001; Bick, Jacobson and Abratt,
2003), communications and public relations (Stuart, 1999; Cornelissen and Elving
2003).
As the topic of corporate identity was
discussed by both practitioners and academics, whilst there is no variance between their points of view, the differences
in the approaches of the two groups are

reflected in the components of the mix that
define the organisational identity (Melewar
and Jenkins, 2002). The approach taken
by practitioners is generally more processorientated on the management of the corporate identity (Balmer, 1998) and with
focus on visual aspects that define an identity and overlooking other areas (Balmer
and Soenen, 1999). From an academic
perspective, the studies focus more on defining and conceptualising a greater number of the mix components (Melewar and
Karaosmanoglu, 2005).
Defining corporate identity. Some
studies focus on concepts and terminology
while others describe and improve the
model of managing corporate identity. The
study of van Rekom (1997) appreciated
that corporate identity was a general concept that serves as an alibi for a variety of
activities such as designing a new logo,
interior decoration, sales force training,
including also the changing of corporate
culture. Melewar and Karaosmanoglu
(2005) in their exploratory study define
fundamental concepts of corporate identify
among practitioners and elaborate an operational definition of the concept by 32
in-depth interviews with managers from
different organisations. Their conclusions
state that different participants in the study
had a different perspective on corporate
identity and the importance of the concept
is increasing. Most of the interviewees
associate the concept of identity with design, behaviour and strategy (page 862)
while there is no unanimity regarding corporate culture (whether is part or not of
corporate identity).
Melewar and Karaosmanoglu (2005)
also suggest that companies can use the
model of managing corporate identity they
proposed in their study to manage their
corporate identity, however they should
also address issues like the sustainability
of corporate identity in providing both
competitive advantage; the existence of
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subcultures and also the complexity of the
issue.

Figure 1 - The revised categorization of corporate identity dimensions and their subitems according to Melewar and Karaosmanoglu (2005) – page 865

Managing corporate identity. One of
the studies that explain and comment on
the evolution of the models for corporate
identity is the one of Stuart (1999). This
study reviews models from the late 1970s
to this late 1990s, mentioning over eight
types of models of corporate identity management process.
Other extensive literature reviews on
the topic are those of Bick, Jacobson &
Abratt (2003) which try to both define
concepts and also upgrade the Abratt
model; and the study of Westcott Alessandri (2001) that does a thorough job in
revising the models of managing corporate
identity. Moreover, Westscott Alecsandri
(2001) does an extensive literature review
and draws a relatively simple model of

how corporate identity works (compared to
others) focusing only on corporate mission, visual presentation and corporate
behaviour which lead to corporate identity,
which is the basis for corporate image and
corporate reputation.
Cornelissen and Elving (2003) introduce a conceptual framework that links
dimensions of corporate identity management to situational context factors – to
provide a systematic perspective of the
considered topic and identity relevant factors. The framework presented includes
constructs of strategy, structure and culture, and management processes and environmental characteristics as determinants
of corporate identity management.

Figure 2 - Conceptual framework for the study of corporate identity management according to Cornelissen and Elving (2003) page 117
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Balmer and Soenen (1999) developed
the RED ACID test framework in order to
audit an organisation’s corporate identity
and to devise an approach to corporate
identity change programmes on the basis
on the numbers and types of identities the
project is dealing with. They define four
terms: the Actual Identity (what the organisation is) the Communicated Identity
(how the organisation is perceived by its
publics and how the organisation communicates), the Ideal Identity (the optimum
positioning of the organisation in its market or markets understanding its strengths
and abilities in addition to environmental
considerations) and the Desired Identity (
the identity which the chief executive and
management board wish to acquire). The
RED ACID test means to Reveal the four
identities, to Examine the six interfaces
between these identities and Diagnose the
problem.
In response to this framework, Consulting, S. E. C. O. R., & Fox, T. Corporate (2001) present the REDS AC2ID
Test which has evolved to include a double “C” splitting the Communicated
Identity into two parts the Communicated Identity (How the organisation
communicates its identity, internally and
externally) and the Conceived Identity
(How the organisation is perceived externally and internally as a result of both its
actions and communications). By adding
one more type of identity, the number of
interfaces between identities rose to ten. A
second improvement of the model was the
introduction of a fourth stage that seeks to
manage the identity change programme
that has been diagnosed by including the
Strategy element in the process, creating
the REDS AC2ID Test Process™.
OBJECTIVES OF THE CURRENT
ARTICLE
As competition is becoming more and
more thought, organisations must constantly improve their image and consolidate and improve their reputation. For this

purpose, the organisational identity and
more specific the visual identity need to be
managed and therefore organisations create guidelines that define and recommend
the correct use of their visual identity elements.
The current study tries to identify the
elements that define a good visual identity
of organisations by looking at the visual
identity documentation of an organisation,
irrespective of its industry and size,
whether private or governmental in nature.
To the best knowledge of the researchers
there are no studies applying the same
methodology and a similar type of qualitative analysis on the visual identity documents of organisations.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The review of the literature on organisational identity revealed that there is a
plethora of studies and opinions of both
practitioners and academics over time
about this subject. Therefore, the researchers decided to do a qualitative analysis of
the organisational Visual Identity Documents (Manual or Guidelines) in order to
identify the most common elements used
in practice. For this reason the documents
were analysed using thematic content
analysis. We examined the corporate identity documentation looking for patterns in
order to define the most common elements
in our sample and then refer back to the
literature findings. In this research, the
visual identify documentation serves as a
proxy for the Desired Identity of an organisation.
The researchers considered more than
three dozen visual identity documents of
organisations from different countries,
industries and of different sizes, and
scored them according to a set of defined
criteria. The criteria that were used to assess each visual identity document were
developed on the basis of an extended
thematic content analysis of several visual
identity manuals, and a detailed literature
review. The qualitative analysis that will
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be describe in the paragraphs below comprises of 14 elements that organisation
tend to incorporate in the visual identity
documents.
The score scale was a zero, one and
two scale – zero was awarded in case the
criterion was not mentioned at all in the
visual identity document, one if was mentioned and two if the criterion was described better than average.
The sample was composed by the visual identity documentation available freely
on the websites of companies, NGOs or
the governmental agencies.
FINDINGS: ASSESSING THE DESIRED IDENTITY OF AN ORGANISATION
Certain elements are characteristic for
an efficacious organisational identity including reputation for high quality goods
and services, robust financial performance,
adequate work environment for employees
or reputation for social and environmental
responsibility (Einwiller and Will, 2002).
As this study focuses only on the visual identity of an organisation, the following paragraphs present the assessment of
the desired identity of an organisation according to its visual identity documentation, with focus on: the logo, tagline, typography, colour palette, layouts, publications and signage.
Moreover, from the sample of organisations one was selected for a more detailed investigation and is presented as a
case study. This organisation registered
one of the top three scores based on our
criteria.
ANALYSIS OF THE SAMPLE OF
VISUAL IDENTITY DOCUMENTS
Type of organisation. The sample of
visual image documents analysed contains
37 documents, 12 public institutions, 19
private companies, five NGOs and one
public private partnership. The researchers
actively searched for visual identity docu-
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ments for NGOs in order to have a balanced sample by randomly choosing international NGOs, which seemed more likely
to have such visual guidelines. It was notice however that NGOs are less likely to
have such guidelines.
Geography. The sample is dominated
by international organisations (43%),
meaning companies that are active in more
than one country, followed by organisations from the UK (24%) and USA (14%).
The researchers admit that the sample is
biased, as English is that language of almost all the visual identity documents in
the sample, except one (OMV Petrom)
which was available in Romanian.
Name of the visual identity document. The name of the document reflects
most of its intensions that is why we
shortly analysed the terminology used by
the organisations to refer to this document.
We give an example as proof for this
point.
This manual will help ensure consistency by providing standards and specifications for the use of Alberta’s corporate
identity in a variety of situations. Alberta
Government, Canada (page 5)
The most common term in our sample
is identity (31 out of 37cases) while the
expression visual identity is less common
(16 out of 37 cases). Another common
word is guide/ guideline in 21 out of the 37
cases. Manual, which is a term suggesting
details and recommendations on how to
use the elements, is used only in 12 cases
while standard, which suggest a stricter
approach to the use of elements, is employed only in three cases. Only six organisations refer to brand in the title of
their visual identity document.
Version of the visual identity document. For more than half of the investigated visual documents, the information
regarding the date of the manual or the
version was not available. Nine of the
analyses manuals were written after 2010
while seven were written between 2003
and 2009.
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In the next paragraphs are presented
the 14 criteria against which the visual
identity documents were scored.
Vision of the brand/ identity. The researchers looked for the connection of the
visual identity with the organisation’s
overall vision, mission, and also if the organisation has defined a vision for the
brand or the visual identity. In our sample,
13 companies did not make such statements, while 24 did mention the vision.
What most of the organisations did is to
integrate the visual identity, more specifically usually the logo, into the overall vision and mission of the organisation. Some
organisations state that the visual identity
guide is a tool designed to help project the
values and vision of their brand.
“The AT&T brand is not simply our
logo or name, but it is one of our primary
tools for expressing the corporation’s
business strategy to all audiences. The
brand reflects the experiences that people
have with AT&T, our products and services, as well as our employees.” AT&T
Brand Identity System, International ITC
company (page 3)
Moreover, three organisations did a
better than average job in defining the values of the brand, defining a brand identity
system or brand guidelines, even specifically defining many details regarding the
advertising, ticketing and packaging.
Logo. All the organisations in the
sample have a logo. However, more than
half (20 out of 37) offer a great deal of
attention to it, stating clear measurements
and dimensions, technical drawing requirements (shape and distances), proper
and improper use of the logo(referring for
example to its colours, backgrounds used).
The AT&T brand is one of the company’s most valuable assets. The AT&T
Masterbrand and the AT&T Corporate
Logo are important components that help
to energize and differentiate the brand.
AT&T - page 8
Moreover, AT& T defined specific
recommendations for different media use
of the various AT&T Corporate Logos on

specific applications via a chart that applies to all versions of the AT&T Corporate Logos: preferred, horizontal and centred in both positive and reverse. (page 17)
“The centrepiece of our identity is our
mark, a symbol of the vision. It is styled to
suggest accuracy, speed and brilliance
rather than aggression and tradition.”
Emirates General Petroleum Corporation,
oil & gas company, The United Arab
Emirates (page 3)
“The unique Symantec symbol stands
for balance and harmony, and our commitment to quality and wholeness.” Symantec, International software company,
page 6
The company logos are important and
that is easily observable because most visual identity documentation considers the
logo. This is the case because studies such
as Peter (1989) proved that logos are facilitators to speed up the recognition of a
company or brand. For the purpose of this
article we define brand as the "name, term,
design, symbol, or any other feature that
identifies one seller's product distinct from
those of other sellers” using the definition
of the American Marketing Association
Dictionary.
However, logos alone have little power
and they must be carefully chosen to express “appropriateness to be used within a
specific category” – and this is better
tested before the launching of the logo
(van Riel, van den Ban, and Heijmans;
2001).
Legal guidelines referring to the
name or logo. 12 out of 37 organisations
mention the rules of referring to the organisation: use of the correct legal name
for (e.g. Cisco Systems, Inc. – International company); use of the full name (e.g.
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey - USA); use of the name of the programme and the financing source (ESPON
Name and symbol of the EU and financing
statement – EU governmental programme); use of the trademark symbol
(™) as a legal component (e.g. Symantec).
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The colours. The colour palette is a
very important visual identity element as it
is underlying in all other elements as they
define most layouts of the organisation. In
the sample, eight companies scored a zero
for the colour criteria as the researchers
could not identify the exact codes (irrespective of the system) of the used colours.
Moreover 15 organisations briefly define
the palettes they use and 14 organisations
adopted more than one colour palette and
described the situation to adequately use
each of them, the proper use and the not
recommended use of colours. In addition,
organisations such as European Space
Agency defined a primary palette, a secondary palette, a neutral palette and suggestions for matching colours while Cisco
Systems defined complex palettes for different departments, creating for each of the
nominated departments a unique colour
mix.
For many of the organisations in the
sample there are two sections referring to
colours: one for the colours of the logo and
one for the colour palette that is to be used
in other occasions as part of the visual
identity of the organisation.
“Color plays an important role in the
Axeda identity program. The colors at
right are recommendations for various
media.” Axeda Identity Guidelines, software company, USA (page 13)
Typography. Typography is a strong
extension of the brand and plays a major
role in creating a consistent look of an organisation across all communications and
promotional materials. This is the reason
why 34 out of 37 of the organisations in
our sample clearly defined the typography
that is to be used as part of their visual
identity.
“Typography is fundamental to Harrods distinctive brand identity. It is an art.
[…] It is also a powerful brand signifier in
its own right, bringing personality and
consistency to all communication and infusing everything it touches with the essential Harrods look and feel”. Harrods, luxury retailer, UK ( page 33)
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Moreover, 16 of 37 organisations defined more than one typeface, a primary
typeface and at least a secondary one and
also the conditions when each is to be
used, scoring two points.
Some organisations such as European
Space Agency, Emirates General Petroleum Corporation and OMV Petrom just to
give some examples, decided to have their
own font.
“Notes ESA’ – the corporate font, from
the font designed by the Typefoundry
Primetype of Ole Schäfer; ‘The Sans’ and
‘Reykjavik One’ and ‘Meta Serif’– complementary sans serif and serif fonts”.
European Space Agency, EU governmental agency ( page 45)
“The Emarat typeface is unique to us.
It has been designed to complement the
mark, and is available in both Arabic and
English. - It should only be used for subbrand names or added value services.”
Emirates General Petroleum Corporation
(page 7)
Tagline. In our sample it is much more
common not to have a tagline (23 out of
37), however the 7 out of the 14 organisations that do have a tagline chose a catchy
one that is connected to the vision of the
organisation or its visual identity.
“Cisco believes that the Internet is
fundamentally changing the way people
work, live, play, and learn. To communicate this vision, Cisco is strengthening and
evolving its corporate branding efforts,
with a new corporate tag line, “Empowering the Internet Generationsm”. ” Cisco
Systems (page 5)
The organisations that scored a two for
their tagline was due to an appropriate
tagline, e.g. Saving lives – St John Ambulance Services, Pure.Rare.Eternal Platinum Guild International , a retailer for
jewellery, turning clicks into customers Conversion Rate Experts or Inspiring
Capital- Edinburgh City Region.
Layouts. We defined as layout any exact definition for an item such as letters,
letterheads, fax cover sheets , envelopes,
business cards,
news release forms,
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memos, invoices, positioning of logo in
the page, number of columns per page,
established set of rules regarding proportions and applications for combining the
various elements on a page.
Moreover, some organisations define a
philosophy for their layouts. Some examples below:
Layouts should be clean and simple.
To achieve this you should avoid combining too many sizes of text. On portrait ‘A
format’ layouts use a simple 4 column
grid. Edinburgh City Region, public private partnership, Scotland (page 27)
This page shows a typical layout for an
A4 letterhead as an example. Actual size:
210 x 297mm. Shown here at 55% of the
actual size. The letterhead must always be
printed in full colour. Stock: Conquerer
Brilliant White, 100gsm. Only use official
digital artwork. Sacu Corporate Identity,
Southern African Customs Union (page 8)
In our sample 10 organisations did not
define any type of layout (scoring zero),
ten defined less than three different types
of layouts (scoring one) and 17 defined
more than three (scoring two).
Presentations. Organisations might
decide, if it is relevant for them, to have
standardised templates such as a PowerPoint Template in order to deliver presentations with a consistent brand image. Customized presentations for all the audiences
of an organisation represent a convincing
way of characterising a brand. Moreover, a
clear structure and a unified design build
the visual identity as they focus the attention on the content of the presentation.
Presentation templates are less common in this sample, as only 14 out of 37
organisations have them defined (scoring
one). The researchers checked to see
whether the drafting of presentation templates is somehow correlated with the governmental or private nature of the organisation. This correlation does not hold as in
the current sample there are seven private
companies and NGOs and seven governmental organisations.

Rules for photography. We live in an
era dominated by visual communication
and therefore the part photographs play in
the communications of an organisation is
significant. Photographs attract the attention, generate emotions and send a message connected to the brand and therefore,
the rules about using photography as part
of an organisation’s communication are
relevant.
In the current sample, 17 of the 37 organisations mention rules for the photos
used in the communication media. Moreover, 11 organisation give a philosophy for
the use of images and more details on the
topic such a as introduction to image use,
information graphics, or rules for colour
with photography (scoring a two).
The general rule about photographs
mentioned in OMV Petrom’s Identity
Manual is that the three key values - „professionalism, pioneering and partnership”
must be reflected in the visual content of
the photographs used in the communication media (page 18). Moreover, a set of
six defined rules regarding the communication through photography are mentioned:
picturing and authentic situation, presenting a modern, European company, natural
lighting, inspiring optimism, involving the
viewer and communicating dynamism
(pages 18-20).
In the case of AT&T, the selected photos and images should reflect the diversity
of the served customers and the role
played by the company in achieving their
goals and therefore the images used must
show product and services for the customers’ everyday needs. (AT&T Brand Identity System - page 28)
Adobe Corporate Brand Guidelines
(page 23) define the brand imagery creation as a system that involves the combination of aspirational, conceptual imagery
and dynamic lifestyle photography that is
authentic, meaningful, and immersive.
Moreover, an organisation’s three-tier imagery system is comprised of 1. Abstract
metaphor for high concept, program identity 2. Reportage lifestyle photography to
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document the customer/ employee experience and 3. Conceptual imagery to illustrate benefits or solutions.
Co-branding. The term 'co-branding'
is used to reflect in this study the wide
range of marketing activity involving the
use of at least two brands. The purpose of
this is to combine the strength of two
brands, in order to increase the premium
consumers are willing to pay (e.g. Harrods
& other strong brands sold by the retailer)
or make the product or service more resistant to copying (e.g. Cisco Systems with
AT&T). Another purpose is mere presentation of logos together to suggest association or inclusion, like in the case of Alberta Government and another Institution,
or in the case of the logo of the University
of Albany and a department, the logo of
Edinburg City and the one of a Museum,
the logo of the Rotary Club and an associate organization in case of a specific project.
Moreover, the European Space Agency
Brand Identity Guidelines presents a
“model for the ‘sub-brands’ within ESA’s
brand architecture has been developed
that guarantees and reinforces ESA’s Corporate Image and the structure of the various sub-brand identities is divided into
distinct areas that represent establishments, missions and programmes” (page
103).
Outdoor communication. Outdoor
communication is used to reflect in this
study any type of banners, signage, posters
but also brochures, leaflets and annual
reports. The decision to include both posters and brochures in the same category,
which might be unusual from a marketing
perspective, is that in the current sample
there are included different types of organisations, from quite different industries
and moreover, for the purpose of this
qualitative analysis a further split into two
categories did not bring additional value.
Most organisations (26 out of 37) have
at least one type of an outdoor communication as defined above. Moreover, 14
organisations have mentioned and defined
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requirements for at least three types of
outdoor communication elements (scoring
a two). For example, the Alberta Government define requirements for signage, project signs; project size and scope; generic
signs; fence scrim and highway signs, all
coherent to the visual identity and presenting the logo and specific colours.
Such outdoor communication in the
sense of physical signs is quite important
in the retail business. Kontinental Kids, a
brand of clothes for kids, has a design for
the shop interior, specific signage, packaging and advertising, poster and banners.
On the same line, Harrods has defined very
specific requirements for leaflets, packaging and advertising in magazines.
Regarding the paper publications, two
examples of visual identity documents that
give very detailed requirements are the
European Space Agency for the brochures
and leaflets; and the University of Manitoba for ads, posters, and brochures.
Internal communication. Internal
communication is used to reflect in this
study any type of communication with the
employees of the company/ members of
the organisation either as paper based or
via intranet networks.
In contrast to the case of outdoor
communication, less than half of the organisations in the sample (13 out of 37)
have detailed requirements in terms of
visual identity for their internal communication, while two of them gave more than
average attention to this element (scoring a
two).
St John Ambulance Services defined
visual requirements through online templates for brochures, kit folders, internal
newsletters, and training materials. In addition, National Grid presents the templates for internal journals, brochures, and
internal literature.
Promotional items. Promotional items
represent the physical support of an organisation’s image and therefore the quality of these items is essential, as it directly
communicates about the brand in a palpable manner. Promotional items are either
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branded merchandising or gifts which have
the organisation’s logo and eventually the
tagline.
In the analysed sample, 13 organisations use the inscription of their identity
elements of different promotional material,
offered as either gifts or sold as branded
merchandise. The most commonly branded
items are pens, pencils, memory sticks,
clothing (such as hats, T-shirts, jackets,
sweatshirts) and agendas. Moreover, EPSON 2013 Programme mentions that for
better visual impact, printing the visual
elements on both sides of the promotional
items is recommended (Corporate Identity
Manual of the EPSON 2013 Programme page 99).
Visual identity elements on the organisation’s assets. Vehicle livery is important in identifying the organisation and
also presents another opportunity to communicate the message of the organisation.
10 out of the 27 organisation decided to
have visual identity elements on their assets, and the most common case is of vehicles (Rutgers, Edinburgh City Region
Brand, OMV Petrom SA, St John Ambulance Services, AusAID, Emirates General
Petroleum Corporation and Sacu) and tableware (Vertigo Lounge and Yi-Ban restaurant and bar).
THE BEST VISUAL IDENTITY
DOCUMENTS
In the following paragraphs will be
presented things that caught the attention
of the researchers and that we recommend
as improvements for all companies.
After the consideration of all criteria
mentioned above, the organisations that
stand out as the best are the following:
Cisco Systems on first place, Harrods as
second place and on the third sport AT&T.
First, regarding the Cisco Systems
Standards manual the researches want to
mention that it is clearly structured, extensive and detailed, and it provides very
good communication guidelines, especially

on how to communicate what Cisco Systems tries to be and represent.
Secondly, Harrods Brand Identity
Guidelines clearly stand out by their exquisite design and elegance. However,
even if not explicit and detail as the two
above mentioned documents, this guideline expresses more by many visual examples.
On third spot is AT& T Brand Identity
System is also clearly structured and quite
detailed with respects with the criteria
mentioned above and also other elements
of visual identity. However, what caught
the eye of the researcher is the very well
documented naming form for the AT&T
products, services and offers. By using
“descriptive” and “suggestive” names to
identify the products, AT&T tries to differentiate from the competitors by helping
customers make choices for their personal
and business needs maintaining at the
same time the communicative focus and
emphasis on the AT&T brand.
CASE STUDY: HARRODS
The researchers choose to assess the
way organisations design their visual identity by looking at their visual identity
document. For one of the highest rated
companies in term of visual identity elements taking into consideration our qualitative analysis, we chose to do a more
thorough analysis and develop short case
studies.
Harrods, a rare and precious brand, is
an upmarket department store located in
Brompton Road in Knightsbridge, in the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, London. One of the world’s famous
names in the luxury retail industry, its
reputation has been built on extraordinary
glamour and vision. Harrods has set the
gold standard for service, for quality and
for consistency. The shop's 330 departments offer a wide range of products and
services. Products on offer include clothing for women, men, children and infants,
electronics, jewellery, sporting gear, bridal
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trousseau, pets and pet accessories, toys,
food and drink, health and beauty items,
packaged gifts, stationery, housewares,
home appliances, furniture, and more than
1.3 million customers visit Harrods every
year from 134 countries all over the world
because visiting Harrods is not merely a
shopping activity it is a retail experience.
Every year 2.9 million carrier bags are
used and 16 tonnes of cupcakes are sold
during the Christmas period.
In examining the visual identity manual for Harrods, the researchers observed
that all the following elements: logo, tagline, packaging, co-branding, advertising
and imbedding the visual identity elements
on company assets – are important in creating a coherent, strong and easily recognisable visual identity in communication
within and outside the company.
Graphic design of the company logo
has exerted a powerful influence on Harrods corporate image because this is the
way in which the organisation communicates its imagine through its icon. For Harrods, the graphic design of the logo experienced an interesting evolution over time
since 1849. Harrods became recognized as
a rare and precious brand as it always offered constant innovation, service and
quality to the people they have always
tended to.
The Harrods logotype is the visual essence of the brand identity, refined and
distilled over the years. This is why over
the decades, starting with 1849 and till
2006 Harrods has experimented ten rebranding processes which could be appreciated as state of the art at the moment of
their design. Harrods logotype has a rich
and well-documented history that has reflected fashion, practicalities and events
for more than 150 years. The current logotype is handwritten, expresses personality
and sophistication and this is the reason
why it received the maximum score for the
logo in our qualitative analysis.
Throughout our analysis of visual identity documents it was observed that all the
companies that aim to respect the logotype
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integrity and legibility have clear guidance
and rules for dimensions, positioning, and
colours of the logo. Harrods has strict rules
sizes regarding the logotype mostly because for the brand it is of the outmost
importance to be clean, clear and of the
highest possible quality even in the smallest sizes. Regarding the positioning of the
logotype Harrods has also a strict request:
it must always be centred wherever possible. In this way the visual identity is well
maintained in all the publications. Another very important aspect when talking
about visual identity is the colour of the
logo. For Harrods this is very clear: always
green and gold. Using these two colours
gives the logo a very distinct and elegant
look.
Other characteristic that we analysed in
our qualitative survey is the typography.
Harrods has also clear types for typography which have been chosen to work
across a spectrum of applications and
styles. Harrods received the maximum
score for this criterion too, as from their
Brand Identity Guideline it is clear that the
company chose to use the right font as it
sends a message with a great impact. The
most important thing in retail is to be able
to communicate with every type of customers in different ways.
Advertising is crucial in improving the
visual identity of any company. Harrods
has been renowned for outstanding advertising throughout its history, because it is a
department shop that sells luxury items
also the advertising should represent all
those things. All the advertising should
bring Harrods brand values to life with
style and imagination. The logotype is
often the only basic element used in corporate advertising and must work hard to
communicate the brand identity. For this
Harrods has a well-positioned advertising
and also co-branded advertising in every
magazine that it appears. For a retail industry this counts a lot and without a good
advertising the visual identity is null.
Taking all criteria into consideration,
Harrods Brand Identity Guideline received
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one of the highest scores. This visual identity document stands out of all in the sample for its overall design, readability, insights and aspect.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The visual identity guidelines have as
main purpose the support of the uniformity
of the company logo that is why the lot of
attention to this element of design. Many
companies also link the organisation’s
values with the logo and explain the choice
of the logo as it is meant to reflect the values of the organisation. The thematic content analysis of the visual identity documents reveals that an organisation is more
likely to have a very well structured approach to visual image if it is a larger
company or a public one.
The findings mentioned in the previous
section have strong practical implications.
From practice it is observed that the main
points of focus of identity documentation
of a range of organisations were identified,
considering both the case of companies
that design the visual identity concept internally or decide to externalize it with
specialised consulting companies. Moreover, all the analysed visual identity
documentation demonstrate the importance
of understanding how organisational identity is designed, interpreted and enacted at
high level in an organisation.
Taking into account all our findings,
the study proposes in the following paragraphs a short strategy to design an organisational identity concept and some tips for
improving an existing one.
STRATEGY TO DESIGN A VISUAL IDENTITY
First of all, the vision of the visual
identity management should support the
organisation’s vision and mission. Integrating the values of the organisation and
the desired identity of the organisation
gives the visual identity concept coherence

and makes it easily to differentiate form
other organisations.
The elements we advise to include in
the visual identity concept expressed in a
visual identity manual of an organisation
that plans to create one are:
 Vision of the brand in connection
to the overall vision, mission, and strategy
of the organisation;
 Logo which should be clearly defined, corresponding to the vision of the
organisation, matching the organisation’s
colours, accompanied, if adequate by a
tagline which needs to be catchy and relevant, expressing the desired identity;
 Legal guidelines stating the correct
usage of the name of the organisation in
potentially foreseeable situations;
 One or more colour palettes that
are in line with the overall vision, and
guidelines as to when such colour are expected to be used;
 Typography which should be chosen to support the type of desired communication of the organisation; presenting
cases of the recommended uses of the
fonts.
 Layout, as they are the backbone or
written communication (letters, business
cards, email signature, printed communication) which include the logo, colours and
other relevant visual elements;
 Presentation templates, as a specific type of layout, which include the
logo, colours and other relevant visual
elements; adequate to the foreseeable audience of the presentations held in the
name of the organisation;
 Rules for photographs as they are
often used to support all types of communication of an organisation, in order to
ensure that the used photograph express in
an non-verbal manner the values and attitudes of the organisation;
 Co-branding / sub-brands guidelines for all the cases when the main logo
of an organisation is to be associated with
a different logo (either also belonging to
the envisaged organisation or to a distinct
one)
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 Guidelines for communication
through various outdoor elements such as
posters, sings, flags, or printed documents
( brochures, flyers, magazines)
 Guidelines for internal communication media (internal magazine, newsletters,
intranet)
 Guidelines for designing promotional items (branded gifts & merchandising) as they help to promote the identity of
the organisation.
 Guidelines of applying the visual
elements on the organisation’s assets.
All the above elements should be designed keeping in mind the industry specifics and best practices, the targeted consumers/ clients/ business partners.

TIPS FOR REMARKABLE VISUAL IDENTITY DOCUMENTS
Identity Matrix. The organisation that
got the fourth place, Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey presents in its
Visual Identity Manual, an Identity Matrix
(see Figure 3 below). This is an example
of a very efficient way to communicate the
way the logo should be used. Because this
approach was unique in the visual identity
documentation that was analysed, we decided to present it as a way of improving
the visual identity documents as it was
noted that several other organisations need
to structure the presentation of the logo
usage.

Figure 3 - The Identity Matrix for Rutgers (from the Rutgers Identity Manual, page 80 )

Other example of document in which
an overview of which logos should be used
is AusAID, where this information is presented as a table, giving the case when the
logo should be used and the alternative
logos recommended. Although easy to
follow, the tabular display has the disadvantage of redundant use of the same logo.
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Contact details. Some of the visual
identity documents contained the information available for the reader to be able to
contact the editors of the document and
clarify any type of questions, for example
AusAID. This clearly facilitates communications of comments and improvement
suggestions.
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Templates availability. In the Visual
Identity Manual of St John Ambulance
Services and of AuAID Visual identity
guidelines are presented many examples of
templates that are available on the intranet
of the respective organisations. We want to
suggest that this should be a generalised
practice as it has the advantage of facilitating not only the current visual identity but
that could also support the process of
change of it.
Visual identity of sub-organizations.
Another finding is that separate divisions
or functional departments may have distinct sub-organizational identities, as it can
be observed in case of universities (Albany
and Manitoba) and international companies (Adobe). This practice is recommended in the case or larger organisations
where the need to create sub-identities
emerges.
CONCLUSIONS
The present study tried to define
from an exploratory perspective what the
essential elements of a coherent visual
identity are. A scoring method was developed and used to assess the visual identity
documents of organisations from different
industries, of different sizes and irrespective of their legal status. In conclusion, for
a good visual identity created for a better
communication within and without the
company, an organisation needs a strong
logo, a nice and significant tagline, good
advertising, impeccable layouts for all
documentation and communication means,
branded gifts and branding of company
assets.
Further research
At this point, a natural continuation
of the research would point in the direction
of trying to quantify the impact of substantially improving a company’s visual identity and its reflection in dynamics of its
revenues. Such studies however are better
to be aimed at one industry at a time, in
order to be able to control for other factors
that impact the evolution of the revenues

of a specific company, as much as possible.
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